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Website Changes
In May 2006 changes were made to the MBI Communications website. It has been updated and is now
viewable in different web browser formats plus has a
whole new look.
One section has been set up just for this newsletter.
It has its own domain registered and can be reached by
typing in WWW.BELLPIANONEWS.COM.
Email links have also been set up for easier use.
BELLNEWS@MBI-COMMUNICATIONS.COM and
PIANOS@MBI-COMMUNICATIONS.COM.
All the previous newsletters have links through this
page in PDF format. There are also links to the piano
and museum sections. A photographic and library section will be added to the museum link.
A section has also been added for checking out your
Bell Piano serial numbers. Click on the following link
then choose Canadian Piano Numbers. www.mbicommunications.com/html/piano_information.html

Please check out the newsletter section and the rest
of the site and send us your comments. There are a
couple links still not working and will be fixed soon.
The Australian Bell
Do Bell pianos exist outside Canada? Yes. Emails have been received from the United States and
Britain. Inquires have even come from Australia.
Patrick Gaynor who lives in NSW some 180km (300mi) NW of Sydney, Australia tells of his
newly acquired Bell Pianette. The serial number is 4090 placing the manufacture around 1892. It
has 76 keys and is 1.22m tall by 1.3m long by .61m wide (4ft x 4.25ft x 2 ft). The pictures above
show the outside case and inside strings. Notice there are only one and two string keys. This is
similar in design to the Kansas City Pianette except it has ten more keys.
Patrick got this Bell piano when he moved into the house and the previous owners did not want to
take the Pianette with them. According it was purchased from the Bell sales office at 9 Bridge
Street in Sydney. This piano has been in the same house a long time as it was there when the previous owners moved in over 20 years ago.
According to Patrick the iron frame and strings are in good condition, but many of the felt dampers are gone. He says the glue seems to be the problem as when he touched one it fell off. The glue
has also let go on the white keys as nearly all are missing. The lid has a slight warp on one end, but
the rest of the woodwork seems to be in good order. The cabinet is solid but most of the varnish has
worn off and the white keys have lost their white key tops. It is still solid as it has not been exposed
to the weather. The piano plays well and it will get used regularly after being virtually unplayed for
a least 20 years. Patrick is contemplating restoring it and we wish well in the venture.
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Updated listing of Bell Piano Serial Numbers with comments
Year
1864
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

Number
1

4916
5665
7044
8236
8615
8854
11195
12444
12657
13737
16535
18315
19171
20321
21887
23243
24182
24760

Year

Year business started
First piano made No longer listed in
business directory
Lesage takes over
Bellolian developed
Estimated to have 600
workers in Guelph 400
WWII starts
more worldwide
First recorded
First recorded piano Lesage/Bell nbr.
serial number
Fire at Guelph Plant 1
Queen Victoria dies at 82
First Canadian Piano union at Bell
Click on the following link then choose
Canadian Piano Numbers. www.mbicommunications.com/html/
piano_information.html.
Note: All the piano numbers listed are
Copyrighted by MBI Communications Ltd.

Wm. Bell Sr. killed by train
WWI begins.
Women work in factory
for the first time.

29285
30099
30947

Use steel frame piano back support
Begin making player pianos

32810
33377
33924

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
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1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Number

Lesage

26501
27110
27181
27712
28728
29512

32841

45655

52948
53173

Wm. Bell Jr. dies
suddenly in London
57056
36 Guelph workers
Second fire at Guelph Plant
Purchased by John Dowling, Brantford 1. No more pianos made
Great Depression starts
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The Case of the Cracked Bell
In the newspapers of the mid to late 1800s
there was a column for a mystery story. Following in that style a similar story will be produced here over the next several issues. The
story takes place in a small piano making
town in 1890. Murders and secrets must be
unravelled by the local police inspector.
Many character names, places and events did
exist but not in the format written.

toward his open office door.
On the way out of the police building the inspector told Sergeant Higginbottom to get two
more constables and follow them. The two men
ran the three blocks to accident site.
Lying beside the railway tracks near a large
stack of lumber across from the piano factory lay
Sir William’s body. The inspector was shocked
at what he saw. It was Sir William alright there
was no mistaking those clothes.
The railway tracks belonged to the town of
Galt and the lumber belonged to the William
Bell Organ and Piano Company. This was the
main employer in the town of 10,000. Factory
one of three was located just 100 feet from the
accident site.
William Bell the co-founder and President was
knighted by Queen Victoria two years before in
1888. A close relationship was now developing
between the Bells and the royal family.
Sergeant Higginbottom had arrived with Constables Mallory and Thorndike. They to were
shocked at what they saw.
“Okay everyone let’s get organized. Davis go
get Dr. Chambers and Mortician Gilbert. Mallory
go to Jenkins hardware and get something to
close off this area. Thorndike keep the crowd
back. Sergeant tell the stationmaster to halt all
trains until I say so. Where are the witnesses who
found the body?” Inspector Radcliffe’s orders
were clear and followed without question.
Constable Mallory came back a few minutes
later with thick rope and yellow cloth. This cloth
he ripped into strips and wrapped around the
rope every couple feet as he moved it around the
large piles of lumber.
When Mallory was finished he reported to the
inspector. “Sir, I have roped off the area with
yellow cloth attached. There is also something
over here you need to see inspector.”
Radcliffe was puzzled yet followed Mallory. It
was only a few yards away but it got the inspector’s attention. A large pile of lumber was partially knocked down. Now Inspector Radcliffe
had to decide was this an accident or murder.

Part 1
Inspector James Radcliffe started off his
Monday in the usual manner by reading the
local and regional newspapers. He no sooner
began reading The Guardian, local paper,
when he saw something on the inside page
that made him furious.
“He cannot do that. Why that is illegal.”
shouted the inspector.
“I’ll have to talk to Sir William about this.”
He continued speaking to himself out loud.
The inspector was about to call for his aid,
Constable Davis when the young man appeared at his door.
“Is there a problem inspector? You sound
quite agitated. Is there something I may do?”
Said the constable in a hurried tone of voice.
“Here look at this.” He handed the paper to
Davis. “Go and make an appointment for me
to see Sir William today. What is the matter?
You’re winded.” He added.
“Well inspector I was already rushing upstairs to see you when I heard your shout. It is
about Sir William. He has been struck by a
train and found dead.” Reported Davis.
“WHAT! Why did you not say something
earlier man. Where? Lead me to him. Go man,
go.” Said the inspector in rapid succession.
Constable Davis was a little mystified as to
what to do. He still had the newspaper in his
hands and was not sure to keep it, hand it back
or put it down. Inspector Radcliffe saw the
young mans dilemma and grabbed the newspaper from him and tossed it onto his desk.
“Go.” Responded the inspector and pointed
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Bell Advertising
Here are three
samples of Bell
Company advertising. All are
compliments of
the Guelph Civic
Museum’s Bell
collection.
Top Left is a
newspaper or
magazine layout
from the 1890s.
Top right and centre are trade cards from 1880 and
1885. They were in series on such topics as birds,
flowers, steamboats, ships, and people. Company
information was on the back shown here in lower
left. These are coloured lithographs.
Bottom right is Queen Victoria, whose image required her consent, promoting the Bell Company in
1890s. Supposedly she owned six Bell instruments.

Guelph & Wellington County (519) 837-1419
Kitchener & Waterloo County (519) 716-6236
Email:

bellnews@mbi-communications.com
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